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This report has been provided for Trend-Monitor by JKMR  and is an abridged version 
of the JKMR “Review of the UK Integrated Major Domestic Appliance Market”. 
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All data and research has been carried out by JKMR.

2017 projections given in the report are valid as at the time of  
the report publication (Autumn 2017).

See (P4) for explanations and definitions of the terminology used throughout the 
report. See (P34) for report sources. 
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Introduction

Data refers only to products installed in a domestic (i.e. family) home, and excludes sales of 
products installed into commercial catering premises, office/shop kitchens, properties primarily 

used for short-term lettings (e.g. holiday flats), or institutional settings (e.g .hostels).

Where data refers to Retail Selling Price (RSP) – the cost at which the retail outlet sells to the 
consumer.  These figures exclude VAT.  The phrase “End Client Buying Price” is also used where 

more appropriate for example if some end clients are not in a ‘retail’ situation.  

Differing criteria used for defining products under the terms ‘range cooker’ ‘focus refridgeration’ 
or ‘integrated laundry’, plus the exclusion by JKMR of sales to non-family dwellings and differences 
in the figures used when allocating a nominal retail purchase price for appliances offered ‘free’ 

in conjunction with furniture means that the JKMR data may vary from other sources.

 
This report contains top line data on the overall fitted kitchen products market, 

with its prime focus being sales of integrated Major Domestic Appliances (MDAs), 
defined as those requiring to be built into a unit (i.e. appliance housing) and hobs.  

JKMR defines the fitted kitchen products market as sales of fitted cabinetry (aka units or 
furniture), worktops, sinks/taps/WDUs and integrated major domestic appliances (MDAs), 

along with ‘focus’ MDAs (range cookers & high end US style refrigeration) purchased in 
conjunction with fitted cabinetry.
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Definitions

• MULTIPLE: National chains selling a range of home improvement, joinery or interiors 
products as well as kitchens, generally trading from large-scale locations in out-of-
town/retail park sites.  E.g. Howden, Magnet, B & Q, Wickes and Homebase. 

• SPECIALISTS: Specialist outlets providing fitted kitchens with full design and fit 
services, including independent studios, local/regional chains, and manufacturer 
owned/ franchise national chains e.g. Neptune, Mobalpa, Smallbone. Also includes 
small kitchen manufacturers selling direct from a showroom or factory/workshop and 
‘Virtual Studios’ offering design without showrooms. 

• DIRECT CONTRACT: Sold on by large fitted cabinetry manufacturers direct to their 
private housebuilder/developer or social housing accounts (RSL). (i.e. via Symphony, 
Moores, Commodore, Manhattan Paula Rosa etc).  Or sourced by housebuilders/
developers and social housing/RSL providers direct from an appliance manufacturer/
importer. 

• OTHER KITCHEN RETAIL:  
- Media Direct Sell (MDS) Large kitchen manufacturers selling direct to the public 
through adverts, temporary display etc and home visit from a salesman.  
-  Wren Kitchens  
- Builder/Timber Merchants: All national, regional or local operations including 
Benchmarx.   
- Other National Chains who supply fitted kitchens from all/some outlets or via 
websites or catalogues as part of a much larger retail offer e.g. Ikea and John Lewis 

Partnership. 

• INTERNET: Refers specifically to internet operations selling appliances direct to 
consumers as a separate product to fitted kitchen units, e.g. AO. 

• ELECTRICAL RETAIL: Stores whose prime business is selling white and/or brown 
goods but which do not, generally, have fitted kitchen displays. Includes national 
chains, e.g. Currys, Euronics partners, and local independents. This category also 
includes Argos.
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Key Findings

2
  MDA product value is expected to rise 7%, despite only a 2% 
rise in new kitchen installations.  This increase is driven by more 
sales of higher priced products and an on-going shift in the 
mass market towards integrated cooking as a standard choice.

3
Integrated MDA’s are out-performing fitted unit growth and current 
provisional 2017 figures show integrated MDA volumes up 4.4%, 
compared to an expected 2.35% rise in new kitchen installations.

4
Overall value growth was driven mainly by volume growth and 
not increased spend levels. This was due to the ever-greater 
proportion of UK kitchens retailed via outlets where  price 
is a key factor and volume leverage allows appliances to be 

effectively ‘discounted’.

5
Ovens and Hobs have , however,  seen an on-going improvement 
in price, with a value increase of 36% compared with a lower 
volume increase of 24%, making integrated cooking the best 

performing sector over the last five years.

1
Kitchen installations reached a new high point as consumers 
continued to seek out products that up-graded on their existing 
kitchen. JKMR calculates the total UK fitted kitchen products 

market was worth £6.45 Billion in 2016, up 6.6% on 2015.
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The Major Domestic Applicance Market 

Despite growth in turnover, for many companies it continues to be a challenge to meet client 

expectations in terms of pricing, whether at the manufacturing or retailing end of the equation, 

while improving the level of operating profit.

PRICING EXPECTATIONS

The strength of high-end new build activity continues to drive integrated MDA growth, with their 
‘full set’ (i.e. cooking, refrigeration, dishwasher/laundry) sales. The market is also still seeing a strong 
top end in the retail sector, where multiple oven and refrigeration specification is adding to volume 

growth.

STRONG TOP-END ACTIVITY

The biggest socio-lifestyle impact in the kitchen market over the last fifteen years has been a shift 
in purpose from utility space to family living space.  As a result, island and peninsula areas have 

become a major feature, allowing social interaction while practical tasks are done. 

SOCIO-LIFESTYLE IMPACT

Since 2012 the average number of appliances sold per kitchen has been increasing. In 2014, 
the average was 5 appliances per kitchen and 2017 is expected to exceed 5.5 integrated/focus 

appliances per kitchen.

MORE APPLIANCES PER KITCHEN

MARKET DRIVERS

SECTOR GROWTH

Despite fears that Brexit would have a negative impact on consumer spending, 2016 saw the UK 

fitted kitchen market experience another year of growth. However, by the final quarter there were 

signs that market value growth was now being created by supplier price rises rather than purely 

due to consumers opting for higher expenditure products.

THE SHIFT TO RENTAL

The proportion of UK households that are owner-occupiers is expected to carry on declining, with 

recent research suggesting almost half of all current renters are families. While many renters may 

consider their property as their ‘home’, it remains unlikely they would willingly pay a premium for 

fixtures they cannot take with them. 
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UK Fitted Kitchen Market - 
Summary of Retailer Performance to 2016

For the multiples, 2016 saw mixed fortunes although these largely reflected wider company 
issues than their approach to the fitted kitchen market per se. Howden saw further significant 
rise in overall sales, with kitchen products continuing to make up the bulk of revenue. Magnet 
saw an uneven pattern of growth on a quarter by quarter basis; but for the year as a whole it 

saw kitchen product income increase.

Wickes saw a positive sales performance over the year, while Benchmarx continued to 
expand, and JKMR calculates that total Travis Perkins Group fitted kitchen product sales 

increased in value terms by over 11% during the year. 

B&Q closed over 30 stores and continued to struggle in a market place that has moved away 
from the traditional ‘DIY’ ethos.

Ikea saw further expansion including opening a further three smaller store formats, while 
continuing to build its consumer profile as a kitchen retailer, and JKMR calculates it saw 

growth of 12-13% in fitted kitchen product income.

Amid the other ‘national’ players there were mixed fortunes. John Lewis Partnership 
continued to offer studio style services but is not a mass volume player. 

Wren substantially increased group turnover and further shifted focus to an aspirational 
showroom based operation, opening new stores and targeting high end multiple/lower end 
studio clients. On current growth rates it has every likelihood of being one of the ‘top 3’ UK 
kitchen retailers by 2020, although it is unlikely it will ever reach anything near Howden’s 

volumes.

For the specialist sector the situation remained that companies ‘offering right products at 
the right place’ saw sales growth. However, the sector when taken as a whole failed to make 
any significant share gains. The lower end of the sector is obliged to compete against Wren 

and Ikea, and as supplier price rises began to come into the market they faced increasingly 
difficult conditions. A still comfortable top end of the market was unable to off-set a mid-

market increasingly dominated by price competitive brands.  Growth was also impacted by 
the growing presence of alternative forms of independent, with the continued expansion of 

local merchants/electrical retailers into full-scale kitchen showroom offerings.

The Direct Contract sector benefitted from a rise in private development new build activity 
and well-targeted client relations. However, outside of the locally based small scale developer 
market, the sector became ever more dominated by a handful of companies in terms of fitted 

unit supply.
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UK Kitchen Market Size

Kitchen installations in 2016 were 22.6% higher than those seen in 2011 – the year in which 
recessionary conditions bottomed out. 2016 total market value for mainstream fitted kitchen 
products, at end client buying price, fared even better, being 33% higher than in 2011. Thus, 
over the five years there was a useful increase in overall typical client spend if the market is 

taken as a whole.

At this stage JKMR believes 2017 will see further market growth, but with political and 
economic uncertainty more widespread, and inflation starting to impact more acutely on 

disposable income, growth will be substantially lower than in the recent ‘boom’.  

“It is projected that installation numbers will grow 

2.35%, putting the market above 1.2million kitchens 

sold for the first time.”

Total Market 
RSP Value

Number of 
Installations

2010 2012 2013 2014 2015 20162011 2017
(Proj)
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Wren is expected to see sufficient 
growth to make up for the loss 
of Betta, keeping their segment 
share steady at the very least. 

Total fitted kitchen product 
value is forecast to see growth of 
4.5%, with price increases both 
in components/raw materials 

and on the shop floor.  Any more 
substantial rise in market value will 
be prevented by the dominance of 

cost competitive routes.

In terms of channel shares, for 
fitted kitchen product value as a 
whole, it is currently forecast that 
Howden will gain a small further 

degree of share but that the other 
multiples combined will lose share, 

with only Wickes managing to 
grow sales.   

Specialist share is expected to hold steady and may manage a small gain on the back of 
typical client budgets increasing and the poor trading for B&Q, Magnet and Homebase.  

The Direct Contract sector is likely to gain value share.

For the major domestic appliance sector JKMR projects 3% value growth in 2017; putting 
growth rate at a lower level than that seen for the fitted kitchen products market as a whole.  
However, this 3% figure reflects the fact that total market value for free-standing and ‘focus’ 
appliances is expected to see virtually no growth, with market volumes being driven by more 
price competitive brands and free-standing sales going via intrinsically lower cost channels.

UK Kitchen Market Projections
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In terms of the integrated MDA sector total sales value (including hoods) is projected to be 
over £1.16Bn at end client buying price, representing 7.8% growth on 2016. Value growth at 
this rate would put it at almost twice the rate of expected volume growth, indicating that 

across the integrated sector in its entirety typical client buying price will increase, despite the 
price driven presence of internet buying mechanisms. However, the prime driver behind the 
price increases when looking at the market as a whole will be RRP rises caused by exchange 

rates and rises in logistic costs.   

When considering individual routes to market, the most dynamic sector is expected to be 
‘Other Kitchen Retailers’, with their integrated MDA sales value provisionally calculated to be 
13% higher in 2017 than 2016.  This substantial rise is partly due to the relatively small size of 

the sector; but it also reflects an expected substantial increase in the number of kitchens sold 
over the year by Ikea and Wren, along with a shift amid independent electrical retailers into 
full-scale fitted kitchen retailing.  MDA sales to new build housing will also see value growth 
in excess of total market level, with the greater proportion of high end housing driving up 

appliance specification.

If the fitted kitchen products market is looked at in its constituent parts, then the integrated 
MDA sector currently seems likely to see higher value growth rates than fitted kitchen units, 

with price rises more likely in the mass volume brands due to the greater presence of non-UK 
production. Volume growth is likely to be tied into overall new kitchen installation levels. 

UK Kitchen Market Projections

JKMR’s initial projections for 2018 market activity are that total kitchen installations are 
unlikely to increase by more than 1.5% on 2017 achievement and at this stage it seems more 
likely that they will fall, although the fall is unlikely to be in excess of 3%. Even in the event of 
fewer kitchens being sold, total fitted kitchen product market value is likely to be kept above 

2017 achievement by price rises; but growth is unlikely to exceed 3-4% at best.

“In the mid-market the typical number of 

integrated MDA products sold per kitchen is 

likely to continue to inch up.”

At the higher end of the market any further growth in average products per kitchen is 
constrained by the fact that there is simply a limit on how many additional ovens/hobs/

refrigeration even the most aspirational household needs.  
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The Kitchen Consumer

The nature of the kitchen buyer has shifted. In the early 1990s ‘first time buyers’ were typically 
in their twenties and bought a DIY kitchen, while ‘second time’ buyers opted for a superior 

‘multiple’ product with the intention of trading up to a studio the next time.  

Now, however, first time buyers are most likely mid-thirties, frequently with a huge dichotomy 
between product expectation and budget. This has further fed into the growth of DFY 

and the: ‘I can get you this kitchen much cheaper using my trade connections’ mentality of 
the person actually undertaking the installation. There has also been considerable change 

in consumer mentality with regard to what is ‘necessary’ (rather than merely desirable).  
Moreover, general consumer psychology has shifted to an ‘instant gratification’ mentality 

rather than saving for several years for a new kitchen

While the UK kitchen market is dominated by older, repeat buyers, who typically wish to 
up-grade on a previous purchase, the industry long-term needs to focus on developing the 

next generation of kitchen buyers. However, if the next generation are not going to be home 
owners, this raises the question as to whether there will be new generations of fitted kitchen 
buyers at all. Halifax’s ‘Generation Rent’ research showed 16% of respondents aged 20-45yo 

stated they will never want to own a property, while a further 22% ‘would like to buy but can’t 
afford to at present’. This suggests that at least a third of ‘younger’ householders will go into 
their 30s/40s either giving up on the idea of owning a home or never having intended to own 
in the first place. These are the individuals who in the past would be the ‘next generation’ of 

kitchen buyers; but the future of the market may well be driven by those who own the homes 
the next generation will live in. 

The proportion of UK households who are owner-occupiers is expected to carry on declining, 
with recent research suggesting almost half of all current renters are families. While many 

renters may consider their property is their ‘home’ it remains unlikely they would willingly pay 
for fixtures they cannot take with them. Thus the market may see a gradual diminution of the 

owner-occupier desire for a ‘wow factor’ that ‘reflects me’ and/or ‘will last out my lifetime’.   
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The Fitted Kitchen Products Market: The Larger 
Picture

DESIGN TRENDS

Undoubtedly the biggest socio-lifestyle impact in the kitchen market over the last fifteen 
years has been a shift in purpose from utility space to family living space. With socialising (and 

increasingly formal dining) now a major part of the kitchen’s role, moving most efficiently 
from fridge to cooking area to sink is no longer the key factor in layout. Island and peninsula 
areas have become a major feature, allowing social interaction while practical tasks are done. 
This changing function has in turn led to changes in the relative importance of unit types, runs 

of mono-height base units become seen as ‘boring’ and institutional.  

With the kitchen now a social space the wish for individuality has increased. Bespoke 
products are increasingly in demand, including ‘one off’ bespoke units or personalised printed 

doors.

As yet few consumers state eco-friendly as a prime factor in kitchen choice but it has the 
potential to rise in importance. Issues relating to ecological footprint may also enter the 
equation, driven by legislation or consumer demand. These will raise new demands for 

recycled and up-cycled materials, which are already growing in demand and availability in 
the homeware and occasional furniture market. In the longer-term there may be moves in 

construction towards spaces that ‘grow’ with changing family needs, and in the RSL sector 
the ‘fitted kitchen’ may well be challenged by more ‘flexible’ products, able to be moved and 

extended as the household requires.

“For MDAs the immediate future is unlikely to 

see any shift in fashion away from streamlined 

design, most commonly seen by touch or 

otherwise ‘invisible’ controls. ”

As trends trickle down from the high end, the mid-market is likely to see a growing demand 

for ovens with different capacities, that can be sited ‘anywhere’ due to the ergonomic 
convenience of lift-up door mechanisms; nor will they necessarily be a standard 600mm wide 
rectangle. Hob trends will continue to favour products which are inconspicuous when not in 
use, driving through sales of downdraft extractors at the same time. In the longer-term, the 

‘smart house’ and the Internet of Things are the most likely drivers of product development, 
as the kitchen becomes the ‘communication’ hub of the home, further driving it away from 
its traditional role of as utility space for food preparation and household tasks, to the one 

essential room for family life.
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Overall Sales Value by Product Sector

Value at End Client Buying Price 
(ex VAT* £M)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 (Proj)

FITTED UNITS

Retail Channels 1400 1480 1582 1697 1795 1859

Direct Contract 100 105 116 132 146 155

INTEG. MDAS

Retail Channels 695 735 784 828 905 958

Direct Contract 81 82 91 103 112 122

WORKTOP

Retail Channels 342 352 375 403 437 451

Direct Contract 67 65 68 77 82 88

SINKS/TAPS/WDUS

Retail Channels 230 244 265 292 319 339

Direct Contract 35 34 38 45 49 58

(Figure excludes all integrated appliance sales by electrical multiples for installation in an 

existing kitchen. )
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Figure 2.1

Fitted Units As client spend on MDAs rose, the percentage spend on furniture fell from 56.7% 

in 1998 and 50.8% in 2012 to 50.5% of the kitchen market value in 2016.

It is expected that in 2017 it will fall just below 50%, inhibited by the fact that in the mass-
volume sector discounts on cabinets are used to generate market interest, while the over-
crowded mid/upper market supply base makes price rises problematic for UK and import 

brands.
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Overall Sales Value by Product Sector

Integrated MDAs:  By 2013 integrated MDA spend made up 26.4% of market value but 2014 

saw no gains while 2015 saw a slight drop in share. 2016 saw share rise to 26.4%, with 2017 
currently projected to be at 26.8%, with the sector the first to see ‘Brexit led’ price rises.

The integrated MDA sector is also affected by growth in spending on small appliances (e.g. 
grinders, juicers) and ‘auxiliary’ products (e.g. built-in coffee makers) syphoning off client 

budget. However, since most properties built in the last two decades were built with ovens/
hobs ‘in situ’, appliance replacement (not included in table above) is on the rise, further driving 

up the value of the integrated MDA market overall.  

The market is also facing a situation whereby consumers on more straitened budgets are 
opting for door/top only replacement, taking them out of JKMR’s definition of mainstream 

fitted kitchen products market.

Worktop share of market spend dropped to 13.3% in 2014 but has since returned to around 
13.5% with the higher priced ‘non-laminate’ worktops increasing their presence in the mass-

volume market.

Sink/tap/ WDU share has increased from 9% in 2015 to 9.6% in 2016 as their function shifted 
to food preparation and they became more design-led. 2017 data suggests a share of 9.85%, 
driven by growth in specialised taps and more incidences of kitchens with more than one sink 

area.
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UK Sales of Major Domestic Appliances

NOTES: Integrated Appliances include hoods. ‘Focus’ Appliances refers to range-style cookers 

and true US-style fridge-freezers. Freestanding Appliances exclude microwaves and counter 

standing models.

2016 saw value growth rate reach 7.2%, with new kitchen installations still on an upward trend.  
However, value growth was also due to price rises in the wake of sterling’s fall in exchange 

rate and higher production costs. On current provisional figures 2017 will see total MDA value 
increase 3% to almost £3.4Bn, with free-standing sales affected by greater consumer caution 

and a price driven market.  

‘Focus’ Appliance sales have seen steady, but slow growth reflecting the fact that prices have 
been generally falling as more ‘affordable’ models have increasingly become the backbone of 

the product sector.

MDA product value, however, is expected to rise 7%, despite only a 2% rise in new kitchen 
installations, driven by more sales of higher priced products and on-going shift in the mass 

market towards integrated cooking as a standard choice.
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Integrated Appliance Sales Volumes by Type

* Refrigeration does not include US style products designed to be free-standing even if ‘placed’ in housing

# Laundry data is an estimate only due to difficulties in precise definitions of integrated.

2016 saw integrated MDA volumes increase 8.3%, against only a 4.2% increase in the number 
of new kitchens. Current provisional 2017 figures show integrated MDA volumes up 4.4%, 

compared to an expected 2.35% rise in new kitchen installations. Hence, integrated MDAs are 
still out-performing fitted unit growth.  

The strength of high-end new build activity continues to drive integrated MDA growth, with 
their ‘full set’ (i.e. cooking, refrigeration, dishwasher/laundry) sales. The market is also still 

seeing a strong top end in the retail sector, where multiple oven and refrigeration specification 
is adding to volume growth.
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Integrated Appliance Sales Volumes by Type

Oven and Hobs are the most mature integrated appliance sector, and as such growth rates 
tend to be lower. Combined oven and hob volumes for 2017 are expected to be 3.9% above 

2016 levels, giving them the least positive performance.  

When looked at separately, oven growth has been stronger than hob growth. Oven volumes 
for 2011-2016 were up 29% compared to hob growth on 24%. 2017 provisional figures suggest 

that oven growth this year will be 4% compared to hob growth of 3.7%.  Oven growth is 
being driven by greater incidences of ‘oven banks’, with two or three ovens now a common 
specification in kitchens in the upper market and above.  By contrast, purchase of two or 

more hobs per kitchen remains low with domino products never having made a major break-
through.  

Oven/hob growth has been partly impacted by the fact that the cost for a mid-price range 
is now lower than that for two ‘quality’ ovens and 5/6 ring hob. Thus, those in the specialist 

mid-to-upper price bracket who consider themselves ‘serious’ cooks will be as likely to opt for 
a range than an oven bank + hob/domino option.   

In the medium-term, sector growth will be assisted by a mature and steady in situ replacement 
market, since most housing built since the early 2000s was constructed with integrated 

cooking appliances. 

Dishwasher sales have grown strongly year-on-year since 2012, with 2016 volumes almost 
50% above 2011 levels, meaning they out-performed both cooking and refrigeration products.

This can be attributed to the fact that a freestanding dishwasher retro-fitted in the early 
2000s was unlikely to be retained in a new kitchen, even if still functioning, since modern 

dishwashers are viewed as ‘more efficient’.   

At this stage it is expected that 2017 will see dishwasher volumes increase 5%, with growth 
slowing as in situ replacement begins to enter a lower point of its sales cycle.  

Dishwashers also ‘suffer’ from the fact that while multiple cooking and refrigeration models 
are becoming more common the norm in family properties,  whereas  ‘multi’ dishwasher 
installation is less common.  However, in the luxury sector there is evidence to suggest a 

burgeoning demand for a ‘large’ (i.e. 14 place setting) dishwasher in the utility/second kitchen, 
with a smaller model used in the ‘main’ kitchen to handle snack/drink crockery.  

Longer-term, the on-going shift in the kitchen purpose to ‘social’ space will drive through sales 
of integrated dishwashers even in lower budget projects, as householders prefer not to have 
‘dirty dishes’ or a utility product on show. New build expectations will also be of a dishwasher 
as standard, both for ecological reasons and because house buyers are now of the generation 

who have ‘grown up’ with the dishwasher.
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Integrated Appliance Sales Volumes by Type

Refrigeration volume sales in 2016 were 38% above those seen in 2011. 2017 volume growth 
is expected to be 4.6%, which although a stronger performance than cooking products, 

represents a slowing of growth rates. Hitherto, growth has been aided by the shift in kitchen 
purpose, with a ‘large white box’ (as, ultimately, most free-standing fridge-freezers are) 

standing at one end of a row of units no longer visually appealing. Integrated refrigeration is 
also now more affordable, increasing volume throughput in the lower end of the market, and 

within new build, integrated refrigeration has become more of the norm.   

However, as with the oven/hob vs range, integrated refrigeration growth rates have been 
impacted by their price competitiveness vis a vis the US style refrigeration sector, which 

remain viewed – particularly in the mass volume market -  as a ‘statement’ product.

Integrated Laundry products sales are still a relatively young market and thus growth levels 
were accelerated in the past decade.  2016 volumes were 53% above those seen in 2011, 

while 2017 is expected to see a volume increase of 7.2%.   Growth remains driven by greater 
product choice and greater affordability, and a desire for utility products to be ‘hidden’ if there 

is no separate utility room.  

However, it is expected that longer-term growth will be impacted by on-going consumer 
desire for a utility room/ cupboard, which mitigates against the need for integration, since 

products are not ‘on show’ anyway.

Longer-term integrated refrigeration product volume growth will be aided by more 
refrigeration products being installed per kitchen.  Rather than being built on a shift from 

fridge-freezer back to ‘fridge plus freezer’ but rather a growing desire for ‘specialised’ 
fridges i.e. wine coolers and a ‘second’ fridge in addition to the fridge-freezer, as cooking and 
entertaining habits shift. At the top end of the market, where there are two ‘kitchen’ areas, it is 
likely the market will increasingly see specification of four or five refrigeration products within 

a home.
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Integrated Appliance Sales Value by Type -
(End Client Buying Price)

From 2013 there was substantial growth in integrated MDA volumes, with 2015 achieving 16% 

above that of 2013, driven by a boom in kitchen sales, and a further shift to fully integrated 
specification for new build and repeat kitchen buyers. However, value growth was driven 
almost entirely by volume growth not increased spend levels. This was due to the ever-

greater proportion of UK kitchens retailed via , Ikea and Wren, where price is a key factor and 
volume leverage allows appliances to be effectively ‘discounted’; allied to the on-going issue 

that consumers have extremely low expectations of MDA prices.

Figures include in-situ replacement sales, but not ‘focus’ appliances.

* Refrigeration does not include US style products designed to be free-standing even if ‘placed’ in housing.

# Laundry data is an estimate only due to difficulties in precise definitions of integrated.

Figure 5
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Integrated Appliance Sales Value by Type -
(End Client Buying Price)

Ovens and Hobs have seen an on-going improvement in price, with a value increase of 36% 

from 2012 to 2016, compared with a lower volume increase of 24% in 2016 above those of 
2012. This makes integrated cooking the best performing sector over the last five years and 
reflects the higher specification models being sold in the specialist and new build sectors.

2017 figures show oven/hob sales value growth continuing to advance at a greater rate than 
volume growth, due both to ever more sophisticated product specification and price rises. 

In terms of the two sectors, from 2012-2015 hobs saw a better performance, driven by on-
going improvement in model specification; but more recently oven value growth has been the 

stronger.

Dishwasher volumes have seen considerable growth, with 2016 volumes 41% above those of 
2012.  However value growth has not substantially outperformed volume growth, with 2016 

value 47% above 2012 levels, and 2017 value growth at 6.5% is expected to be primarily 
caused again by volume growth (5%). Thus, in real terms, integrated dishwashers have seen 
only modest improvement in average price, due to greater sales via lower cost channels (i.e. 

mass-volume kitchen retailers and on-line). 

It is also the case that dishwashers are no longer considered a ‘luxury’, thus pricing has moved 
downward to allow volume, not value, to drive forward growth.

Integrated Refrigeration volumes in 2016 were 33% above those of 2012, while value rose 
only 34% over the same period.  Despite the introduction of more sophisticated product 

options, including ‘smart’ refrigeration and sales moving to larger sized built-in fridges, the 
‘average’ product price has stagnated, as mid-market budgets get tighter and on-line sales 

have increased.  This picture is expected to continue in 2017, although price rises are likely to 
drive value growth towards 7.5% as compared to a volume growth of just under 4.5%.

At present it is expected that the integrated MDA sector will see 4% volume growth in 2017, 
but value growth running at 7.5%. Once again, however, this will largely represent price rises 
rather than a more positive picture of consumers opting for intrinsically higher cost models.
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Integrated Laundry has recently seen a boom, with 2016 volumes almost 50% above 2012 
levels. Value growth at 42% has not quite kept pace with this but is to be expected in a market 

sector that is still maturing and switching from a ‘luxury’ to ‘utility’ product. Thus integrated 
laundry product price is moving downward – although still retaining a premium over free-

standing products.  

Laundry remains the integrated MDA area with the highest ‘average’ price (calculated as end 
client value sales divided by volume), with the majority of sales still in the specialist and higher 

end new build sectors.

Integrated Appliance Sales Value by Type -
(End Client Buying Price)

2016 saw volume growth of 8.3% for integrated MDAs, while value growth was almost 12%. At 
first sight this would indicate a new jump in improvement client specification and a particularly 

strong high-end market. However, while it is the case that the luxury market remains strong, 
much of the value growth was due to price rises, effectively inflicted upon the industry by 
external factors. In reality, the market continues to be mired in on-going price competition 
between the ‘traditional’ studio/studio style retail base, and on-line and discount retailers.
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* Appliances destined for a new fitted kitchen but not purchased with fitted units. 

2016 saw integrated/focus MDA value in the mainstream market rise over 9%, making it the 
best performing product sector. This reflects the fact that high end new build and the top 

end of the retail market has grown, while mass volume retailers were now pushing their client 
base towards higher specified MDAs but at the same time entering into price competition in 
terms of kitchen unit costs. The single biggest factor in focus/ integrated MDA value growth, 
however, was price rises enforced on suppliers on the back of sterling’s reduction in value and 

higher logistical costs.

2017 is expected to see MDAs when sold as part of a new kitchen up 6.3% on 2016 value, 
outperforming an expected fitted unit growth of 3.9%, and total fitted product market growth 
of 4.8%.   However, as consumers continue to seek out the best price, integrated/focus MDA 
for installation in a new kitchen but sold outside of the mainstream fitted kitchen retail base, 

are expected to be the best performing channel, with sales up 9.5%. 
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MDAs Sold With Fitted Units

The specialist sector remains the single largest channel for integrated/focus MDA sales in 
value terms. 2012-15 saw specialists value share remain steady at 37.5-37.8%, with value share 

growth prevented by a failure to make significant volume gains (Figure 6).

2016 saw specialist share drop back to 37%, as although prices were moving upward, volumes 
did not improve at a sufficient rate to off-set the growth in direct contract activity.  

On current provisional figures 2017 will see specialist value share rise to 37.8%, reflecting the 
fact that sector sales are increasingly concentrating in high specification, ‘top end brand’, 

products.   

Although often the product area with the lowest margins, integrated/focus MDA spend made 
up 28% of total specialist income in 2016 in terms of their sales of complete kitchens, and is 
expected to rise to over 28% in 2017, thus remaining a key part of the specialists’ product 

portfolio.

Direct Contract share of market value suffered with the massive contraction of new build 
activity from 2008, and it is only in the last three years that there has been growth in new 
build levels, and particularly in high end housing where typically a full range of integrated 
products are installed. Integrated/focus MDA spend has been consistently around 29% of 
direct contract total kitchen product spend (mainstream products) for many years and 

although price rises may see this figure rise to just above 29% in 2017, any more dramatic rise 
is unlikely.  

 Howden has made on-going gains in integrated appliance market share, as it continued to 
focus on shifting clients towards buying a ‘full kitchen’ package.  Projected 2017 share is 17.8%, 

driven increased year on year kitchen sales. Since a significant proportion of their kitchens 
are sold without  MDAs i.e. products being sourced separately or destined to be installed 
around free-standing models,  its capacity for growth is undiminished. Just over 24% of 

Howden’s ‘complete kitchen’ income came from MDAs in 2016 and although the proportion is 
only advancing slowly there is no doubt it will further increase as client spend moves beyond 

‘basic’ level appliances.

The other multiples (Magnet, B&Q, Homebase, Wickes) have continually lost share in the 
integrated appliance market over the last decade. This can be attributed to two main factors; 

under the onslaught of  Ikea and Wren, these companies overall are selling fewer kitchens 
year-on-year, and they can only match internet prices by compromising margins, making the 
product sector problematic and thus a product line that is not necessarily heavily ‘pushed’.  
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MDAs Sold With Fitted Units

‘Other kitchen retailers’ failed to gain value share from 2010-16, despite substantial growth in 
the number of kitchens sold by this retail sector over the period, with their client base still the 

most likely to ‘shop around’ for appliances.  

2017 is expected to see a major jump in share, reflecting further growth by Wren and Ikea and 
the entry into the mainstream kitchen retail market of electrical retailers. MDAs as part of total 
fitted kitchen product income for this sector is only a modest 19.5% but it is likely to increase 
over the next few years as Ikea seeks to become a ‘fully fitted’ kitchen retailer, and Wren puts 

an emphasis on selling ‘complete’ kitchens rather than being seen as a ‘discount retailer’ of 
units/tops.

MDAs Sourced Separately From Fitted Units & In 
Situ Replacement

As the multiples increased their involvement in integrated MDAs beyond basic cooking packs, 
the number of appliances sourced separately to kitchen units declined. However, since 2015 
the value share for integrated/ focus MDAs destined for a new kitchen but not purchased 

with units has increased, with this group of products expected to make up 10.5% of ‘MDAs 
for a new kitchen’ value in 2017.  While this is partly due to the growth of Ikea, which remains 
strongly identified with furniture but not white goods, it also relates to the fact many multiple 

sector clients seek ‘better deals’ from internet and electrical retailers.

The in-situ replacement market has boomed since 2015, possibly due to the ‘cheap and chic’ 
models purchased in the mid-2000s failing to stand the test of time, unlike the the rest of the 

kitchen which remains in good condition. 

The growth in replacement MDA sales is also linked to the growth of the door only 
replacement sector (not defined by JKMR as a ‘complete’ new kitchen), which itself is a result 

of better carcase quality in kitchens sold since the early 2000s. This sector is increasingly 
marketing itself as a ‘new kitchen in a day without the hassle’, effectively replacing all those 
parts of a fitted kitchen that can be quickly and easily ‘swapped’ in a like-for-like setting – ie 

frontals, worktops (if over-laid over the old), plus ovens/hobs; the latter often on the basis that 
new models offer ‘better’ and ‘more efficient’ cooking options.
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MDAs Sourced Separately From Fitted Units & In 
Situ Replacement
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The graph below gives JKMR’s best estimate as to the share of integrated/focus appliance 

sales made through pure on-line retailers, plus an allowance for sales by operations such 

as Curry’s made via their on-line mechanism. The share of on-line purchasing has risen 

substantially in the last ten years and is only likely to rise further.

Figure 7

By definition ‘sourced separately to units’ and ‘in situ replacement’ are the only sectors 
accessible by internet electrical retailers such as AO and multiple electrical retailers such as 
Curry’s.  It is not possible to calculate sales going solely via on-line mechanisms, since sales 
from Curry’s, John Lewis Partnerships and similar may be actioned on-line but also involve 

some ‘face to face’ input.  More recently there has been the added complication that regional/
independent electrical retailers have opened ‘kitchen studios’ within stores, increasing the 

difficulty in separating out ‘on-line’ from ‘store’, and ‘sold separately’ to ‘sold with units’.  
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Oven & Hob Sales by Sales Channel

Hobs include domino products. Figures refer both to products sold within a new kitchen plus those sold for 

in situ replacement/partial refurbishment projects. See (P4) for Channel Definitions.

The most dynamic sector in the last decade has been ‘Other Kitchen Retail’, whose share of 
oven volumes rose from under 8% in 2010 to 10.5% in 2013, and is expected to reach 12.7% in 
2017. This reflects the growth of Wren, pushing consumers to purchase kitchens with oven/
hob/hood. Ikea has also been a major cause of this sector selling more kitchens but remains 

an operation where consumers are more likely to shop around, benefitting internet retailers in 
particular. 

As specialists began to increasingly major on high end sales, where sales of ‘multiple oven’ 
banks proliferate, they increased oven volumes and volume share; in 2013 they sold 17.5% of 

ovens, with 2015 share at 18.6% and provisional 2017 share of 18.7%.  
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Direct Contract volumes initially continued to be constricted by low new build starts, falling 
to under a 15% oven volume share in 2013. With new build improving share climbed back to 

15.6% in 2015, and is projected to be 16.6% in 2017. This relatively rapid growth relates to 
the greater amount of high-end housing in the new build mix, where properties are being 
specified with multiple ovens. However, the sector remains reliant on increasing new build 

starts to see any substantial volume gains.

Figure 8
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The multiples’ share of oven volume was just under 33% in 2013, since more sales by  Howden 

were off-set by Magnet struggling, while B&Q, Wickes and Homebase consumers were 
seeking appliances at a best price, benefitting internet and electrical retailer share. By 2015 

multiples’ oven volume share was only 30%, and it is provisionally calculated that in 2017 it 
will be down to 29%. This reflects the fact that while Howden and Wickes are increasing their 
oven volume throughput they are not doing so sufficiently to off-set the problems of the other 

multiples.  

Internet retailer oven share has not seen any major advance in the last few years, since the 
growth in two+ oven kitchens amid specialist clients and in new build is pushing up those 

sectors’ share faster than internet sales are growing.

Kitchens sold with an oven

In terms of the proportion of kitchens sold with an oven,

“approx 72% of  kitchens sold via specialist 

retailers included at least one oven in 2016.”

compared to the multiples which had dropped to 32% by 2016, with clients driven to the 
better prices of internet dealers.

For the ‘Other Kitchen Retail’ sector 2016 saw only 48% of kitchens sold with at least one 
oven, indicating the sector still has major capacity for growth.

Over 80% of direct contract kitchens include at least one oven (with the majority not 
including an oven being social housing refurb); thus growth potential is reliant on growth in 

actual kitchen installations and in two+ oven specification.

Oven & Hob Sales by Sales Channel
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Dishwasher & Refrigeration Sales by Sales Channel
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By 2013 direct contract share of integrated dishwasher and refrigeration was down to 17-18% 

for both product sectors. Specialists share of dishwashers was still at 21%, but their volume 
share of integrated refrigeration had grown to 30%, as their clients continued to upgrade 

on previous purchases by opting for multiple refrigeration. The multiples, however, were no 
longer making gains in dishwasher share as the nature of offers changed, while their sales of 
integrated refrigeration were stalling since multiple clients who wished to ‘make a statement’ 

were opting for large side-by-side free-standing models.  

2016 saw specialist share for dishwashers at just under 21%, while their share for integrated 
refrigeration had fallen to 28%, with the low level of growth in the sector’s kitchen volumes not 

sufficient to off-set volume gains made in other sectors.

2017 is not expected to see dishwasher share change but integrated refrigeration share is 
provisionally calculated to rise back towards 30%, driven by the strength of top end sales.  

The Direct Contract had also failed to see any advance in its dishwasher share by 2016 but its 
share of integrated refrigeration had grown to 20%, with new build focussing on larger and/

or high-end properties with a greater use of two or more integrated products (including wine 
coolers). These factors are expected to continue in 2017.  

Figure 9
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Multiple share has also been hit by the growth of ‘Other Kitchen Retail’. In 2013 Other Kitchen 
Retail share of integrated dishwasher sales had risen to 14.5% in 2013 and projected to be 17% 

in 2017. Their share of integrated refrigeration grew to 10.5% in 2013 and in 2017 is expected 
to be 13.5%. Growth has been driven by the expansion of Ikea and Wren, whose generally 

younger client base is also the generation that views a dishwasher as a ‘standard utility’ not an 
aspirational purchase.  

Multiple share of dishwashers in 2016 was still lower than that of 2010, while integrated 
refrigeration share had dropped down to less than 24%. This not only represented consumer 

clients shopping around for better deals and the continuing popularity of US styled free-
standing fridge-freezers, but also reflected the ever greater presence of  in the multiple sector, 
whose clients have no particular need to purchase the kitchen as an all-in-one package, since 

they are effectively often acting as re-sellers, and their prime driver for MDA purchasing is 
price.

Dishwasher & Refrigeration Sales by Sales Channel
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Oven Type Trends in the Total UK Market

Research data on oven and hob type sales show considerable discrepancy across different sources.   JKMR data is 

derived from its own research on how sales divide between main product types, allied to publicly quoted data by 

major market suppliers, AMDEA and GfK.

Figures quoted refer ONLY to ovens and hobs purchased as part of a new kitchen (ie in conjunction with fitted units). 

JKMR believes share of the relative product types are broadly similar for appliances purchased separately to fitted 

units for installation in a new kitchen.  However, there may be some differences in product type share for ovens and 

hobs purchased for in situ replacement.  

The shift towards single ovens was not initiated by single cavity ovens being cheaper, since the 
shift began at the top end of the market while the market was booming.  Instead the change was 

driven by a combination of factors, which all remain relevant:

• The bank of ovens combining two (or more) products has become a short-hand for the kitchen 
being ‘luxury’. This move was originally part of a shift in the top end to modern looks, with the 
oven bank enabling clients to access the multiple-oven options available with a range cooker in 

a more contemporary look.  

•  As ‘oven banks’ became increasingly promoted in the interiors media and used in display 
settings, so there was a growth in consumer awareness. This led to the typical ‘drip down’ effect 
of a trend in the specialist sector being replicated in the mass volume sector and expected as 

standard by purchasers of higher end new build.  

•  With families no longer regularly eating together varied cooking options and oven sizes are 
now seen as more efficient. Moreover, there is now greater awareness of the variety of oven 
types available, including steam ovens, while integrated microwaves have also grown beyond a 

perception that they are merely for ‘heating up’ convenience foods

At this stage there is no sign of the single vs double shift reversing. Many of the double ovens 
installed in the early 2000s will be coming to the end of their life and thus in theory there should 
be a boost to double ovens for in situ replacement; however, it may well be that in practice such 
jobs will see the installation of two single ovens with the housing/cavity adjusted or replaced.
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Hob Type Trends in the Total UK Market

* Includes ‘domino’ models with <4 cooking zones.  Ceramic and Induction includes models with 5 or 6 zones.

Induction hobs had previously gained share at the expense of both gas and ceramic, but 
have quickly gained further share to now significantly outsell ceramic models. In the short-

term induction is likely to continue to gain share from ceramic, longer-term it remains unclear 
whether dual fuel hobs, which are currently very much a niche product, will make the jump 

towards becoming a new ‘must have’ at the top end of the market.

The fall in gas’s share was being partially moderated by a growth in sales of 5+ zone models, 
driven not only by aspirational sales in the specialist sector but also sales to new housing, 

where they (like granite worktops) were seen as the kitchen product which defined a property 
as having a ‘top end’ kitchen for marketing purposes.

In 2015 gas hob share fell to only 50% of the market, and it continues to lose ground; however, 
it is likely that the decline will begin to flatten out, not only because gas retains a popularity 

with a sufficient proportion of householders but because 4 ring gas products generally remain 
the cheapest option.

It should be noted that the above data refers to volume share. Since induction hobs have a 
higher price tag (generally speaking) than ceramic, their value share is above their volume 

share. Gas and ceramic hobs, overall, are broadly similar in price, and thus inductions’ gain in 
value share will be equally spread between the total gas and ceramic.
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Specialist Sector Sales: 
Appliance Purchasing Trends

NB: For table above ‘sold without a MDA’ means with no integrated or focus major appliances; an extractor 

may be included in the sale, as may free-standing products.  Average number of MDAs per kitchen does 

include extractors.

In the late 1990s one in three specialist sector kitchens were still being sold without 
integrated or focus appliances, since many consumers still retained or purchased free-

standing models. By 2000 the proportion had fallen to under 30% and since the mid-2000s 
the proportion has been on a steady downward trend, with only 11% of specialist sales in 2016 
not including at least one integrated/focus major appliance.  In the view of JKMR it is unlikely 

that the proportion will ever drop much below the 10% level, since:

•  There remains a core of ‘budget’ studios, whose prime interest is selling units and would 
rather clients source appliances themselves than be obliged to sell them for less than their 
own buying-in price in order to match online prices.  Evidence, based on qualitative data, 

suggests that dealers charge extra for housings for ‘appliances sourced elsewhere.

•  There will always be artisan manufacturer-retailers whose prime interest is designing and 
supplying the fitted units and who prefer not to supply appliances.

•  Many consumers prefer to ‘shop around’, in particular those who have purchased their 
units online from a virtual studio, as this client base is already comfortable with making major 

purchases on the internet.
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Specialist Sector Sales: 
Appliance Purchasing Trends

The average number of appliances purchased per kitchen (adjusted for sales where no MDA or 
only an extractor are purchased), dipped in 2008-10 as budgets caused more clients to ‘shop 

around’, thus taking the purchase out of specialist sector figures.  Since 2012 the number 
has been on an upward trend, matching the former peak of 4.75 appliances per kitchen in 

2013, reaching 5 appliances per kitchen in 2014 and expected to exceed 5.5 integrated/focus 
appliances per kitchen in 2017.

It should be noted that a common pattern for 5 appliances is oven, hob, extractor, dishwasher 
and one refrigeration product. However, it could also indicate, for example, dishwasher, two 
refrigeration, washer-dryer and extractor, with a range purchased elsewhere.  Or two ovens, 
hob, extractor and dishwasher, with refrigeration purchased elsewhere and laundry products 

retained.
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Report Sources

1. JKMR Data: Including data from NRP, a representative panel of independent kitchen retailers, 
enabling the consultancy to monitor and calculate market size and product/brand shares for 
this highly disparate retail sector.  

2. Company Data: Interview programs and information exchange are undertaken with a wide 
range of suppliers and major retailers in the industry.  In addition, company accounts, corporate 
data, and general press and PR material on the interiors market are held on file.

3. Other Sources include government statistics, social trend data, published information 
from other research companies, and trade press.  The company also takes part in information 
exchange schemes with other research/trade bodies as required.

About Trend-Monitor Ltd
Trend-Monitor is a specialist provider of consumer insight, trend analysis and 
market data, focusing on three key categories: kitchens, bathrooms and surfaces.  

The Trend-Monitor Insight Partner Service offers a flexible, cost-effective 
way to access the latest market information and is specifically for kitchen, 
bathroom and surfaces brands who want to grow their share of the market 
by really understanding their customer base.

About JKMR
JKMR was established by Jayne Barber in 1998 as the UK’s only business-
to-business research company specialising in the fitted kitchen product 
industries, providing a range of multi-client reports and consultancy services 
to meet the day-to-day needs of those supplying the market.  JKMR clients 
include major names in all sectors of the UK and European fitted kitchen 
markets, as well as global names in the financial investment and business 
analysis.

JKMR
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